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CAROLINE MINUSCULE BIBL.

SAC. VIII.-IX.

TEXT.

Our homiliary, centre of the lower margin of the last page with Roman numerals sometimes preceded or followed by the RQQ (see CL XV, p. 275); the corrector's mark R or RQQ or RQQ E is visible on the last pages of some queries. Running titles only in parts of the manuscript, in black Rustic or Square capitals or uncial, on either flesh- or hair-side. Colophons in red or black large monumental capitals or in black uncial or Rustic capitals. Titles often stand in the upper margin; they are written in large capitals in red or black; in parts of the manuscript chapter-headings or first words of whole sections in uncial are in red uncial. First lines of chapters and headings are generally of eight, signed in the centre of the lower margin of the last page which on pp. 186 and ff. is interlaced with half-uncial. Punctuation: the medial point marks the main and lesser pauses, various combinations of points, comma, and virgula or a variety of points added. Question-mark here and there is noted by a modification in the monosyllables and occasionally over long syllables (frequently occurs several times). Run-over carried to the line below are set off by an angular bracket. Abbreviations: b, b, m, ms, q, qi, = est; v, v, est; fia, = frater; v, = men, mas; n, = non; s, s, = sunt; y, = iter, usit. Omisions are sometimes marked by III in text answer before IIII by the marginal insertion on which p. 688 and elsewhere is manifestly by a ninth-century hand; the early insertions are here and there, uncial, uncapitalised, with the leaf and rope motifs. The lines enclosing the canon tables (on only a page: 600-603) are uncapitalised and filled with ink. A cross precedes the heading on p. 415; a red chironome follows the colophon on p. 608 and the heading on p. 642. Punctuation of good quality. Script is a Caroline minuscule by numerous hands, some of which are of the kind that type while others are not; a variety of hands; t-longus occurs here and there; it is frequent; y when capital has a horizontal bar (cf. C.L.A., VI. 762). Corrections by ninth-century St. Gall hands. Many leaves have suffered later mutilation. Written at Tours; it is the oldest surviving manuscript from this scriptorium and apparently represents an early experimental stage in Tours Bible production. Was at St. Gall by the ninth century, as the corrections show.
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